
 
 
451 Research: Bots are the new tech gold rush 
 
New report identifies 12 hot vendors in the bots space 
 
NEW YORK, August 16, 2016 – 451 Research announced the publication of a complimentary research report, “Emerging 
vendors in the bots space,” which shows that despite the relatively recent emergence of smart bots a number of 
startups focused on natural language processing (NLP) and building bots are generating investor interest as they begin to 
transition their customer base from trials into paying customers as early as this year. 
 
451 Research’s analysts believe that bots are the new tech gold rush. Although media hype has put the spotlight on 
smart bots and their use for customer engagement and 'conversational commerce', 451 Research believes their impact 
extends beyond consumer-facing apps. 
 

The report profiles 12 innovative vendors focused on natural language processing (NLP) and other technologies for bot 

building and integration with messaging applications. These vendors were chosen because they are working on 

innovative technologies to help companies use smart bots to transform the ways they engage with customers, partners 

and employees. 

 

Bot-framework platform services include hosting, testing, databases for storing bots, user and application data, and bot 

statistics and usage data. The services provided by these platforms are very similar, but the vendors featured in this 

category are seeking differentiation based on advanced features, including NLP and machine learning capabilities, bots-

building with minimal coding, a visual editor component and integration into standard dev toolchain. Emerging 

contenders in this space covered in the report are: 

 Chatfuel 

 Converse.AI 

 Chyme 

 Gupshup 

 Kore 

 Meya 

NLP services are the 'smart' component in smart bots and focus primarily on developing conversational user interfaces. 
The vendors selected in this subcategory are specialist and pure-play vendors with strong IP; and some, but not all, are 
beginning to gain market traction. The report focuses on: 

 Api.ai 

 init.ai 

 Recast.AI 

The primary focus for service connectors is in connecting web services, messaging channels and APIs. Starts-ups covered 
in the report are: 

 Flow XO 

 Smooch 

 Twilio 

 

 

https://451research.com/report-short?entityId=89940&referrer=marketing&utm_source=press_release&utm_medium=press&utm_term=enterprise_mobility&utm_content=apply_for_trial&utm_campaign=2016_market_insight
https://451research.com/report-short?entityId=89940&referrer=marketing&utm_source=press_release&utm_medium=press&utm_term=enterprise_mobility&utm_content=apply_for_trial&utm_campaign=2016_market_insight


Raúl Castañón-Martínez, Senior Analyst at 451 Research noted, “Most of the vendors we cover in this report are early-
stage startups, and not many have launched general availability of their products, but we can see how rapidly the 
industry is evolving. With demand for their services set to grow over the next 12 months, we expect many of these 
vendors will actively seek outside investment to continue their product development efforts and to expand their 
business development activities. We also expect that many vendors will begin to transition their customer base from 
trials into paying customers as early as this year. 
 

“Market hype makes it challenging to identify startups with more substantial offerings, but some companies are showing 

progress. The vendors included in our report do not make for an exhaustive list, but they are playing a significant role in 

defining how the space is evolving. They are also good examples for each of the categories, and together they provide a 

comprehensive vision of the emerging bots space,” added Castañón-Martínez. 

Click here to download a complimentary copy of the report. 
 
About 451 Research 
451 Research is a preeminent information technology research and advisory company. With a core focus on technology 
innovation and market disruption, we provide essential insight for leaders of the digital economy. More than 100 
analysts and consultants deliver that insight via syndicated research, advisory services and live events to more than 
1,000 client organizations in North America, Europe and around the world. Founded in 2000 and headquartered in New 
York, 451 Research is a division of The 451 Group. Learn more.  
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